Stochastic modeling of soil water fluxes in the absence of measured hydraulic parameters requires a knowledge of the expected distribution of the hydraulic parameters in different soil types. Predictive relationships describing the hydraulic parameter distributions must be developed based on the common descriptors of the physical properties of soils (e.g., texture, structure, particle size distribution). Covariation among the hydraulic parameters within these relationships must be identified. Data for 1448 soil samples were examined in an evaluation of the usefulness of qualitative descriptors as predictors of soil hydraulic behavior. Analysis of variance and multiple linear regression techniques were used to derive quantitative expressions for the moments of the hydraulic parameters as functions of the particle size distributions (percent sand, silt, and clay content) of soils. Discriminant analysis suggests that the covariation of the hydraulic parameters can be used to construct a classification scheme based on the hydraulic behavior of soils that is analogous to the textural classification scheme based on the sand, silt, and clay content of soils.
parameter within a textural class were reported for each transform. Correlations among the parameters within a textural class were also given. No attempt was made to determine whether a regular pattern of variation in the parameters occurred across textural classes, and no explanation was offered for the observed correlations within classes. McCuen et al. [1981] established that the Brooks-Corey and Green-Ampt parameters differ significantly across textural classes. They also reported means, standard deviations, and simple correlations for the parameters within each textural class. The parameter statistics were presented overlain on the USDA textural triangle. The authors concluded that while there were trends obvious in the variations of the parameters over the triangle, there were numerous "irrational" results and concluded that a clear answer could not be obtained regarding the systematic individual variation of the parameters. They then examined the collective variation of the parameters using multivariate analysis of variance followed by a discriminant analysis. These results indicated that a weighted combination of the parameter values (i.e., a discriminant score) showed a more rational variation over the textural triangle. Again no attempt was made to relate the observed variation of means and standard deviations to the the physical properties of the textural classes. They emphasized that while the tabulated statistics of the individual parameters for each class provided a useful approximation to the hydraulic behavior of the soils, these statistics ignored important interrelationships in the parameters. Clapp and Hornberger [1978] also analyzed a portion of the data. They noted that the slope of the moisture characteristic curve was correlated with the clay fraction of the textural class.
The present paper provides an extension of the work described above. First, we wanted to determine if there was significant variation of the soil moisture parameters with physical properties of the soil other than texture. Second, we wanted to quantify, if possible, any observed relationships between the statistical properties of the parameters and the physical properties of the soils. Third, we wanted to extend the investigation begun by McCuen et al. [1981] into the interrelationships among the parameters. The number in parentheses is the number of samples in each classification. Texture, land use, and horizon were available for all samples. Other descriptors were not always available for each sample. Unclassified samples were not included in statistical analyses using that descriptor.
DATA AND METHODS
The data are from Holtan et al. [1968] and Rawls et al. [1976] . The soil samples used to generate these data were taken from 35 localities in 23 states in the United States. In each testing area, several sampling sites were chosen and all horizons were subsampled. For each subsample the following hydraulic data are available: (1) moisture retention on a weight-weight basis determined at 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 3.0, and 15.0 bars using ceramic plate and membrane techniques, (2) bulk density measured by displacement of the sample dried to 0.3 bar tension, (3) saturated hydraulic conductivity determined (usually in duplicate) in the laboratory using a 1-inch slice of a fist-sized fragment trimmed to roughly cylindrical shape. Details of the methods used are given by Holtan et al. [1968] and Rawls et al. [1976] . The weight-weight moisture retention data were converted to volume-volume measures (O) for each matric potential (W), and the saturated water content (Os) was determined for each sample using the bulk density and assuming a specific gravity of 2.65 for all solids. All matric potentials were converted to centimeters of water.
We chose to use what we consider to be a minimal set of parameters to describe the hydraulic properties. Two of these, the saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks and the saturated moisture content Os are measured quantities in the data set. The other two (Ws and b) are derived by fitting a power function, = s(O/Os) to the moisture retention data. The two derived parameters are thus •s, the "saturation" matric potential, and b, the slope of the retention curve (on a logarithmic graph). The b exponent and Ks can be used to estimate the entire hydraulic conductivity-moisture content curve [Campbell, 1974] .
Forms other than (1) have been used to represent the moisture characteristic. The most widely used of these is the one from Brooks and Corey [1964] . That equation requires estimation of an additional parameter, the residual saturation. Brakensiek [1979] points out that the formulation which includes the residual saturation "generally gives a better fit to the moisture retention data." We argue that the limited number of measurements taken for each sample (five values of O and •) and the large amount of variability in the available data suggest that a simpler representation of the hydraulic properties is desirable for our purposes. Also, some studies indicate that the power function form is entirely adequate [e.g., Ghosh, 1980 ]. Thus we use (1).
For each sample, values of log •s and b were determined by taking the logarithm of both sides of (1) Second, a two-way analysis of variance was performed to determine if there was overlapping information about the hydraulic parameters contained in the soil or site descriptors identified in the first analysis. For instance, one would expect that texture and structure would be closely related, and if a given parameter varied significantly over textural classes, it would be expected to vary also over structural classes. In an analysis of variance (either one or two way) the fraction of the total variance in a parameter that is attributable to membership in classes of some descriptor can be estimated. If two descriptors, each identified by a one-way analysis of variance as being important, are included simultaneously in a two-way analysis and if the proportion of parameter variance attributable to class memberships in the two-way analysis is essentially the same as that attributable to class membership of either descriptor alone, then the information contained in the two descriptors is redundant. In such a case, either descriptor will suffice to describe all that can be known of the parameter variation. We decided (see results) that a single descriptor, texture, can account for most if not all of the discernible patterns in the individual parameters.
These results led to the third stage of the analysis, an attempt to quantify the pattern over the textural classes to provide a predictive relationship for the hydraulic parameters. Although Holtan et al. [1968] did assign a textural class to each sample, no actual particle size distribution data were available. We adopted the approach of Clapp and Hornberger [1978] Table 2 ; the triangle is reproduced in Figure  la (Figure lb will be referred to in the results section). Using these percentages for each textural class, a multiple linear regression analysis was performed using the average value of each parameter (or log-transformed parameter) within a given textural class as the dependent variable and the 11 sets of size fraction data in Table 2 as the independent variables. A second multiple linear regression analysis was performed using the standard deviations of each parameter within a class as the dependent variable and the percentages in Table 2 groups defined by textural classes. The resulting discriminant functions (i.e., weighted linear combinations of the hydraulic parameters) can be considered to define a new space (by defining new coordinate axes) that contains not only the information derived from the univariate analyses but also the important interactions of the original parameters. The discriminant space, as shown below, displays a striking resemblence to the textural space defined by the silt, sand, clay triangle, further reinforcing the results of the univariate analysis.
We should point out that we are here interested in an exploratory statistical analysis of the data and not in a conventional hypothesis-testing analysis. "Data-dredging" procedures [Selvin and Stuart, 1966] are often used in the examination of data sets not collected as part of an experiment to test a specific hypothesis. Such procedures may be useful for suggesting hypotheses (to be tested using independently collected data), but the strict interpretation of statistical tests may be inappropriate. Thus we are concerned only with exposing "robust" (i.e., well-defined) relationships in the data; precise measures of significance are not of concern. Violations of the assumptions of analysis of variance are therefore not crucial in this work, particularly since these violations (e.g., heteroscedasticity) will only result in reduced efficiency of estimation and not in bias [Kendall and Stuart, 1968] .
The statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Packager or the Social Sciences [Nie etal., 1975 Parameters' b is the slope of log W versus log (O/Os) regression, W in centimeters H20; log •s is the intercept of log ß versus log (O/Os) regression, ß in centimeters H20; log K s is the log of the saturated hydraulic conductivity in inches per hour; OsiS the saturated water content in percent (volume/volume). In the few cases where the second descriptor explains a sizable proportion of the variance, the results must be interpreted cautiously. For example, consider the analysis of ©s with texture and moist consistency. In this case, the explained variance is roughly equally divided between texture and moist consistency. However, the total variance explained is only slightly greater than the variance explained by texture alone. The total explainable variance is fixed by the data; the apportioning of that variance to each descriptor when the information in each descriptor is redundant will be determined by the design of the analysis and may vary as the design varies. Also note that while all 1448 samples were assigned to a textural class, some of the samples were not classified on the other physical descriptors (e.g., moist consistency, see Table 1 ).
This resulted in different degrees of freedom for each two-way ANOVA and is responsible for the different apportioning of the variance and the fact that in some cases the total explained variance in an analysis containing texture with a second descriptor is slightly less than the variance explained by texture alone. Put another way, several of the two-way ANOVA's in Figure 3 were performed on a subsample of the total data set and thus cannot be expected to apportion the variance identically to an analysis performed on the entire data set. Nonetheless, by the previous criterion of robustness it is apparent from Figure 3 that the additional information from a second descriptor beyond that provided by texture alone is marginal.
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis
As a first step in examining the dependence of the parameters on textural class, the means and standard deviations of each parameter for each textural class were calculated. The values are given in Table 3 Table 5 . The univariate regression equations are very similar (but not identical) to the multivariate results in Table 4 . The similarity derives from the fact that the second variable in each of the multivariate regressions is not very important (in the sense that the increase in R • due to the second variable is small relative to the overall R • value). By the previous criterion of robustness, a univariate regression of each parameter should be sufficient to describe most of the variability in hydraulic parameters over textural classes. The univariate results in Table 5 Table 4 are removed from the data. Another one-way analysis of variance was performed on the normalized parameters. The results are shown in Figure 6 which is a plot of the ANOVA F ratios for each parameter before (a) and after normalization using (b) the univariate regression equations and (c) the multivariate regression equations. All F ratios are significant at a level of p-0.10. In all cases, the normalized parameters are more uniformly distributed over the textural classes (smaller F ratios indicate less dependence of the parameter on textural class). Additionally, the figure indicates that for all parameters, with the possible exception of log Ks, using the univariate regression relationships to describe parameter variation over texture is just as good as using the multivariate relationships.
While the regression equations apparently account for much of the variability of the hydraulic parameters over different soils, the F ratios of the normalized parameters are still significant (albeit much reduced). We can speculate that the remaining variability of the parameters could be reduced if the exact particle size distribution for each sample were known rather than the approximate values based on the midpoint of the given textural class. However, our original intention was to develop a predictive relationship based on qualitative soil descriptors. There are several alternate explanations of the remaining variability. In particular, it may be that soil properties not only affect each parameter individually but also affect the covariation of the parameters in a manner not completely described by the individual regression relationships. To examine this possibility, we "inverted" the problem. That is, rather than attempting to find some numerical property of texture that can predict the parameter values, we attempted to find some property of the parameter values that can predict the textural class of the sample. This property, for instance, a sum or product of the four parameter values, would depend on percent sand, silt, and clay just as textural class depends on those variables. Proceeding from the simplest case, we decided to examine a weighted linear sum of the hydraulic parameters. The weight for each parameter can be chosen to maximize the variability of the sum over the textural classes using a classical discriminant analysis procedure.
Discriminant Analyses
The soil textural triangle was divided into the four regions indicated in Figure lb . The textural classes within each region were lumped into four broad categories, sand, silt, clay, and loam, for the first discriminant analyses; the lower right corner of the triangle is ignored since there were no samples labeled with the textural class "silt." Three initial discriminant analyses were performed: sand versus all others, silt versus all others, and clay versus all others. The analyses each contained two discriminant categories, and therefore only one discriminant function was derived in each analysis. Analysis A in Table 6 gives the correlation between the discriminant scores and the parameter values for all samples in the data set (the remainder of Table 6 is discussed below). These correlations maybe thought of as the importance of each parameter in the particular weighted linear combination of the parameters that best differentiates between a given particle size class and all others.
The discriminant analysis was next performed on all four broad discriminant categories simultaneously. This design allowed for the calculation of three discriminant functions; however, only two were significant at the p = 0.10 level (significance determined by Wilks' lambda). The two sets of discriminant score/parameter value correlations from the four category analysis are presented in analysis B in A final detailed discriminant analysis was performed using all 11 textural classes as the discriminant categories. Since there were four discriminant variables, four functions were derived. All four functions were significant at the p = 0.10 level (Wilks lambda); however, the first two functions accounted for 97.2% of the explained variance. Therefore only the first two functions are considered. The discriminant score/ parameter value correlations are presented in analysis C in Table 6 .
For the two category analyses (analysis A), the highest correlations for b and log Ks occur on function DCL, which discriminates clays from all the rest. This can be interpreted as meaning that soils rich in clay can best be discriminated from soils poor in clay by the slope of the moisture characteristic and the saturated hydraulic conductivity of a soil sample. The relationship of b and clay content was already known from the univariate regression analysis. The saturated matric potential W s and porosity Os of the soil are important in differentiating soils rich in sands and silts from other soils but are relatively unimportant in discriminating clay-rich soils. The important fact is that all hydraulic parameters have significant weights on all functions (except possibly for log tP s and O s on DCL), and therefore we must conclude that the hydraulic uniqueness of the three basic soil types, sands, silts, and clays, arises from combinations of the hydraulic parameters and that they cannot be characterized by any single hydraulic parameter.
Returning now to the relationship of the hydraulic parameters to textural class, we can attempt to relate the broad (four category) and detailed (11 category) discriminant results to the distinguishing characteristics of the three basic soil particle size classes. Notice that the two important functions for both the four and 11 category analyses are very similar. The pattern of parameter variation over the textural classes is robust and appears at both coarse and fine scales. To interpret the discriminant functions from the four and 11 group cases, we calculated the correlations between the discriminant scores based on textural groupings (D4A, D4B, D11A, and D1 lB) and the discriminant scores from the analyses based on particle sizes (DCL, DSN and DSL). The results are presented in Table 7 . For both the four and 11 group analyses, the second discriminant functions (D4B and DllB) are highly correlated with the function which best discriminates silts from sands and Soil textural classes are determined uniquely by a combination of three variables, the percent sand, silt, and clay content of the soil. In this system, there are in reality only two independent variables, and these variables define a planar space such that each textural class occupies a unique region of the space. The discriminant analyses on the hydraulic parameters resulted in two important functions, each of which produces a single variable that is a linear combination of the hydraulic parameters. These two functions are orthogonal and can also be taken to define a planar space which may be divided into unique regions. The striking result of this analysis was that the two spaces showed a definite one-to-one mapping. That is, for a "typical" soil of a given textural class, the sand-silt-clay space is isomorphic with the hydraulic parameter space. It is intuitively reasonable that the hydraulic characteristics of a soil are determined by the particle size distribution of the soil. It would also seem reasonable that any set of hydraulic parameters that can define a planar space which provides the same discrimination between soil samples as a planar space based on the particle size distribution would be the minimum set of hydraulic parameters necessary to characterize the hydraulic behavior of the soil (at least to the same degree of resolution as that provided by the particle sizes). Thus we can infer that the parameters studied in this paper provide a nearly complete description of the hydraulic characteristics of soils given the information available.
Of more practical importance are the results of the regression analyses. The fact that the variances as well as the means of the hydraulic parameters are functions of soil textural class has not been reported before. That there is more inherent variability in the parameters in certain classes is perhaps not surprising. That the variability can be explained so simply as a univariate function of the sand, silt, or clay content is surprising. The large reductions in F ratios from the analysis of variance (see Figure 6 ) suggest that the regression equations are very robust since they can remove so much of the pattern in the parameter distributions. It must be emphasized that the patterns extracted in this analysis, while significant, are still embedded in a large amount of noise. The parameter variances for each textural class are not small relative to the means (see Table 3 ), and the patterns we observed may have been detectable only because of the large data set available for analysis. For any particular soil sample or small group of samples, the relationships described above may be obscured.
Attempts to model the observed spatial variability of soil moisture are commonly based on an assumed variance in the moisture parameters for a given soil type. Reliable estimates of the size of the variance to be used (or for that matter of the parameter means) have been lacking. Furthermore, the manner in which these means and variances might change in heterogeneous systems of mixed soil types has not been investigated either. The results presented here, having been derived from a large, diverse set of soil samples, should be indicative of the true pattern of variability in the hydraulic parameters. The use of these parameter class means and standard deviations for a known soil textural type may improve the predictions from stochastic models utilizing a homogeneous soil. The use of the regression equations for the parameter means and standard deviations should add increased sophistication to models which incorporate distinct layers of different soil textures. Because the regressions are continuous in the variables, it may be possible to construct models that are based on continuous spatial variation in physical soil properties (such as sand or clay content) which provide even better simulations of soil moisture. For all cases, knowing the patterns of parameter variability will greatly reduce the dimensionality of the modeling problem and increase the realism of the results.
